A photovoltaic power supply, without uneven distribution by region, is expected to be the electric power source for street light, radio base stations, telemeter and etc. widely installed in remote locations. These systems require a small photovoltaic module as stand-alone PV system.
In the stand-alone PV system, installation with a small photovoltaic module simple substance is increasing by power-saving of electric devices. The output of photovoltaic module applied to stand-alone PV system, because the exhaust gas of run vehicles and the coarse particulate in the atmosphere adhere to the front cover of a photovoltaic module, and after long-term employment does not work as system sizing at the time of a design. Moreover, in dirt like the excrement of a bird, there is concern to which an output falls in an early stage after installation. Furthermore, PV module output may decrease greatly by acceptance area reduction of a cell.
In this paper, we have clarified for the first time, the lower in the output of small photovoltaic modules due to dirt spots by simulations and experiment.
Moreover, we suggested that output lower of spot dirt was improvable by changing cell form.
The small photovoltaic module used in the study is the output power of 13 W. The dirt spot used in the study was circular and its diameter was varied from 5 mm to 100 mm. The 30 position of the dirt was determined using a random number method. In the simulation, the module output P o was determined by the following formula.
We experimented in order to verify the probability of the data tendency obtained in the simulation. The light source used the filament lamp of 500 W. The distance from a filament lamp to the module surface is 0.5 m. Receiving illuminance on the surface of a module was set to about 4,000 lx. Electronic load was used for load. Black paper patches showing corruption spot was attached to the same position as the simulation on the surface of a module.
The relationship between the module output rate and the area fraction of the dirt spots in a module is shown in Fig. 1 . If the area of dirt spot is the same, the module output of one big dirt spot decreases more than two dirt spots.
The output decreases to 44% by the cover of one dirt spot of the size of 3% of the module area in the experiment value, and it has decreased to half in the simulation value greatly.
We suggested applying horizontally long photovoltaic cells to a photovoltaics module as the output lower reduction method by spot dirt. The cut method of a cell was cut into the rectangle, without changing cell area. Simulation result that the mode shifted from 50% to 80%, it is larger. The output average increased 19% with rectangle cell 1.89 W to square cell 1.59 W. This paper reports an output lower property when spot dirt adheres to a small photovoltaic module. It was used the small photovoltaic module of 13 W applied to various electric systems. The module consists of 34-cells, cut to 1/4 the silicon single crystal photovoltaic cell of the square whose one side is 103 mm. It was found that the photovoltaic output power is reduced by 50% due to a 3% dirt area on the small module. We also showed clearly that the decrease of output power able to improve about 20% by changing photovoltaic cell shape to rectangle.
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3 100 mm Fig. 3 . Schematic diagram of the small photovoltaic module with a 100 mm diameter dirt spot.
4 Fig. 4 . The experiment system. 
